
Learn Exactly what it takes to EARN
over SIX figures a year from your Database…

Year After Year …After Year…After Year!
AND $ell It for Retirement Income!

2019/2020

A Relationship Referral Business worth MILLIONS



Today is a
FREE OVERVIEW 

Giving you EXACTLY what you  
need to know to succeed with a Database!

NO MATTER WHAT DATABASE YOU USE!

No catch. 
You will have the chance 

to see it all in this free class.

… at the end of today’s class I will offer you 3 MORE classes

(NOTE: Bonus Material worth $250 when the Recording turns off…
ONLY IF you are watching this LIVE … so stick around! - If watching 
recording you can still get it! Just requires you take the class!)

Database Mastery 2019/2020 Update



We believe that the BIGGEST CHANGES in the Real Estate 
Industry in the coming years is the CHOICE Agents make to 
become either:

• A Mega-Agent with a Team of Staff to handle INTERNET and AD 
LEADS (extremely high cost and requiring IMMEDIATE response 18 
hour a day… or lose the Lead) looking for EVERYONE that wants to buy 
or sell

OR

• An Agent that chooses to create RELATIONSHIPS with a relatively 
SMALL GROUP of people and earns a HIGHLY PROFITABLE business 
from them.  Seth Godin says SMART businesses ONLY work the 
“smallest viable group to meet their goals.”

Do YOU need this Material?  Let’s Look:

If you want to be an Option One then you already have a great database, so no need for this 
webinar or class. Note that It IS a Method that DOES work. We Coach several very successful teams 
that rely on this 99% - but this class is probably not for you!



63% were referred by a friend, relative, neighbor or use the agent previously!  Add 
in “from personal Contact, Open house, referred by another agent/relocation, or 
came from the Sign”, gets it up to 77% of the people use one of those methods. 
Why would you pay a lot of Buying Lead $$ for just 23% of all Sellers??

Why do you need it? A whopping 77% of SELLERS come 
to an Agent from RELATIONSHIP



53% were referred by a friend, relative, neighbor or used the agent before. Add “from personal Contact, 
Open house, referred by another agent/relocation, or from the Sign”, gets it to 73% of Buyers use one of 
those methods to choose an Agent. Why would you pay a lot of Buying Lead $$ for just 27% of all Buyers??

EVEN BUYERS – Who are most of the Internet Leads anyway…



Why you want to be the FIRST Agent they consider:



And it’s the same with Buyers. MOST work with just ONE. 
You simply need to be the FIRST Agent they consider…



Ø There is No ”Perfect Program” that fits EVERY Agent and 
EVERY Market.

Ø There is no ”Perfect Group” of people to put IN a Database 
that fits Every Agent and Every Market.

Ø There is no “Perfect Drip Campaign” that automates your Job 
of building relationships.   YOU are NOT replaceable with AI.

Database Mastery



This is a total mindset shift & new way of working. 

Database Mastery



ü Are you ready to throw away Expensive programs that don’t 
work… and instead embrace a unique program YOU design that 
DOES work… and works INCREDIBLY well?

ü Are you willing to put in the work over the next ONE Month to 
learn to gain EASE in your business for the rest of your career?

ü One that you can invest more into AS YOU MAKE MONEY… 
NOT BEFORE?  Note:  Internet Leads and Ads require UPFRONT 

money. You can create an almost FREE DB plan that works 

well… and works better as you invest more later. 

Database Mastery



Pause for just a moment… and imagine… what would it be worth

to LEARN how to create that HIGHLY PROFITABLE BUSINESS from a

SMALL group of people who LIKE YOU, DEPEND ON YOU, TRUST

YOU, and SHARE YOUR VISION on real estate?

If it doubled, tripled, quadrupled, quintupled Your Number of

Closings… and made it EASIER and more ENJOYABLE to run your

business… with a PLAN in place so you KNOW what to do every

single day to make the income you WANT to make...

Would it be worth the cost of ONE Deal?? 
Probably.

But if you want the Class – It doesn’t 
cost that much… I promise. 

In fact, I’ll guarantee it.



The Compass on the other hand is more important than ever. If you don’t
know which direction you are going, how will you know when you’re off
course?

And yet…we spend most of our time learning the map,  yesterdays map, 
(someone else’s plan) while we’re anxious and afraid to spend any timeat all
calibrating our compass.

The Map keeps getting redrawn, because it’s cheaper than ever 
to go off--road… to develop and remake  what we thought was 
going to be next. 

Technology  keeps changing the routes we take to get our 
projects  from here to there. It doesn’t pay to memorize the  
route, because it's going to change soon.

YOUR DATABASE PLAN is your COMPASS…
what you DO with it is the MAP.



üü Repeat and No-Fee Referral business is the EASIEST & most often the  

HIGHEST PAID source of income.

üü Without a DATABASE, you must RE-CREATE your business every day
üü It allows you to Clear your mind from the clutter of little pieces of  paper. 

Your important people’s DATA is SAFE and easy to access.

üü A SEASONED Database allows you to slow down effort without 

costing you income and ultimately, have a SALEABLE asset.

Did you know… MOST Sales Businesses determine their

VALUE on the size and  production of their Database.

üü STARTING with the end in mind: A strong DB with strong systems and a

track record will get you the highest INCOME when you sell it.



BETTER INCOME:
Our average FT Coaching Client, with us at least ONE 

YEAR, Client  earned over $390,000 in 2018…
and a majority of it came from their Database!

A Database....

REFERRALSI nvestment  
Properties

*Allows you to get repeat and referral business…
*Forces you to be better at what you do.
*Eliminates little pieces of paper all over the place



RE-CREATE your business every day…

which is fine, IF:

o You like working harder than you have  to… forever.

o You aren’t very good at what you do and  no one will want to 
refer you after the sale.

o You aren’t very nice and no one wants to  work with you
again.

o You like losing leads on little pieces of  paper all over the 
place.

Or not Using yours Effectively?



The Advanced Method: intentionally design  
your communications to create a habit of attention.

Habits are hard to form and even harder to  
break, and when properly constructed, they  

can benefit both sides.

People in your Database have your ATTENTION

At the core of Permission Marketing is the efficiency of earning, maintaining and  
leveraging attention.

If you don't have to begin anew each time, you can cut the effort and spending you're  
putting into reaching strangers. If the consumer can trust that you won't  
waste her time, she can spend more time on productive work and less time  
sorting offers to see what's worth looking at.

The method for accomplishing this: make promises and keep them. "Make an  
offer and then follow through. Don't waste my time."



Gordon says: The IDEAL CLIENT is one who is 
EDUCATED in your field

What If they understood the VALUE of a Great Agent was WORTH 
more than the Cost 

In UNSTOPPABLE REFERRALS by Steve Gordon

What if:

1. You KNEW who your IDEAL client was & your Database was FULL of them.

2. Your IDEAL CLIENTS were EDUCATED on Real Estate Selling and Buying.

3. They understood why YOUR SERVICES were better than your competition 
before they even needed to buy or sell.

4. They TRUSTED YOU because you cared to EDUCATE them before they even 
needed your services. 



7
10
= 7
+1
+7
= 15

Average Number of moves a person makes during 
their life. Some say 10, but we’ll be conservative.

Years between each move

Transactions… each of which is likely to be more expensive than the last!
So even if your average now is $5K, it could be $15K as the years go on…

Investment property on average

Total transactions on AVERAGE per person… over their lifetime… 

Referrals (who also have potential of 7 transactions each!)

15 Deals x $10K/deal = $150,000 Per Person
for YOU and the person you sell your DB to ultimately!



o NOT doing the work to build and maintain your DB can cost  
you $150,000 per person over their lifetime.

o Yes, their lifetime may be longer than YOUR career… Yet
SOME of that WILL be during your working years… and
some will remain in the data you SELL when you retire.

(BONUS IN week 4 of the Class: calculating what you 
can sell yours for!)

o The postal service says over 30% of people move each year and an estimated  
12-14% are sellers and buyers.

o Yes, some of those will transactions will NOT be through an agent… But  
MOST of them will. What Agent will they use?

Answer: The Agent they know and trust.



Think again… what would it be worth to LEARN 
how to take the Data you already HAVE, or can 
create in a year and USE IT to generate the income 
you want to make?  

If I could wave a magic wand… and you really DID 
IT. Really did it. And just added 2 deals year 1 (you 
can add more than 20 compounding… but let’s be 
RIDICULOUSLY conservative) what would that be 
worth to you? Two deals: 

$6K? $10K? 20K? 30K?
This Class doesn’t cost even a REFERRAL FEE on that

I promise. 
In fact, I’ll guarantee THAT too.



That secret is unveiled most clearly in the book The Science  
of Getting Rich by Wallace D. Wattles

Written in 1910, this book has dozens of great thoughts that  
inspired people like Earl Nightingale, Zig Ziglar, Dale  
Carnegie, and other great leaders in business motivation.

The Secret I want to share now… from page 22 (paraphrased):
“Give to everyone… more than you take from him.
While you cannot give in cash value more than you  

take… you CAN give more in USE VALUE.”



BECAUSE THEY LOOK GOOD referring you.

You Must BECOME that 
"person they know…"

that makes THEM look
smart for knowing you!

It’s 
NOT

About
You

It’s about providing such great Service they TRUST You… 
And can’t WAIT to tell someone about you! 

It’s not about them “giving you” anything…  
It’s CERTAINLY NOT “begging for business”…



It
Really 

is THIS 
SIMPLE: 

Make  
promises  

And  KEEP  
THEM

over and 
over 

again…

By working the TRUST TRIANGLE



.

.

.

.

Notice that 82% are things that take TIME to develop

Commission & your Firm are only a Factor in FOUR PERECENT of of the decision!



START with PROMISING
to do a GREAT job keeping in touch with  

Fun, Professional
and Valuable information.

THEN DO IT it in a variety of ways
because

People Connect & Learn Differently!

What do you DO
to build that trust?



Deliver “PERFOMANCE CURRENCY.” 
1. Do your job well and promote that success. This has to be #1!

Develop “RELATIONSHIP CURRENCY.” By doing the rest of this list:

2.     Mailing AND Email something regularly. RE News & personal notes

3. Call them regularly. Just to check in and say a quick hello. Offer service.

4. Connect on social media and ENGAGE in meaningful ways.

5. Offer an annual reviews: Their value, mortgage rate and their “RE portfolio”.

6. Meet with in person regularly privately or in group activities.

HOW to build TRUST

7.     Have Client Appreciation gatherings (so many Low or NO Cost ideas for these!)

8.     Include them in your Charitable giving. Be known as a giver to something greater than yourself.

9. Be THE source for Vendors they need for their property.

10. Connect them to each other.  Be a NETWEAVER!  Mike and I are Netweaving Ambassadors 

from the FIRST YEAR it was offered by Bob Littel!  https://netweavinginternational.com/



Takes work!

It takes dedication to Excellence, letting go of fear, a Plan to  
work each day and re-create each year (remember the map  

changes?), and a commitment to the Relationships you create  
with the people in your Database. 

Which is why some choose  
not to do the work.

Instead they “Hide”…  
their entire careers…

finding strangers to work with.



That IS your list of WHAT TO DO.
Anyone have something to add to those?

1. Use your phone (free) to call or text.

2. Use Social Media (free) to post, comment, engage with those in your DB.

3. Invite people to an event in person or online (Like FB live)  Note: A Vendor could 

pay/ or it could cost you personally – Could be nearly free/Could spend $.

4. Monthly or Quarterly Email or Mail Newsletter about RE, your community, you, 

your listings and buyers, etc.

5. Email (mostly free if not thousands) contact can be used with many above or just 

as a way to connect with busy people. DO NOT SPAM.

6. Meet in person for coffee or pop-bys or they stop by your office for things you 

offer. 

7. OTHER:?

8. OTHER:? Notice this isn’t 
rocket science…



How do you demonstrate THESE skills and qualities in the ONE-TWO minutes 
you get with a Cold Internet Lead that’s being called by Multiple Agents??



How can you possible show you can deliver these things to a cold internet lead being 
contacted by multiple agents quickly ?? But you CAN SHOW IT over TIME (remember Trust 
Triangle?) and EARN their TRUST!



1. How many more deals/year would you get if you did the  
hard work & created a plan?

2. How much income is that?

3. What if after a few years of hard work… you never needed  
to cold call again?

4. What if you really could build a predictable duplicate-able  
business?

5. What if you did it without EVER having that “Begging for  
Business” feeling again?

By simply creating great relationships with people you know now or meet in your  
everyday life? Could you get a 5-20% return on each person in your Database?

How about 56%???

Let me tell you about Rose….



Rose’s Story… 
Over 30 years, Rose Pagonis in Illinois built a large database with over 5000+ people…
And she struggled to keep it up… She wasn’t enjoying her business anymore. How can 
someone do all that service we talked about with so many people?  You can’t. 

What you can do is what Rose did.

She decided to Fall in Love with her business again and took 3 full months to call EVERY 
PERSON.  She called until she reached MOST of them… and flagged those she wanted to 
REALLY SERVICE.  They were ready to do something soon OR were good influencers 
(good source of referrals.) MOSTLY… the decision was made on if they liked her and she 
liked them… She ended up with just about 160 people.  

Then Rose did what we are going to do in this class…. She created a DETAILED PLAN to 
work that 160 people. She did SOMETHING for them every month that was PERSONAL. 
The rest weren’t dropped. They just got an email newsletter & some got added back in.

She started this in a December…. And by the following December she had a whopping 
NINETY DEALS from those 160 people in repeat and referral business.  

That is a 56% return! 



Want to dig in deeper?

There are 3 highly 
instructive classes 
to follow… 

if you want them…



1. Who & Exactly What info goes in your DB

2. Where do you store it

3. How many people you need to reach your goals!

4. How to graciously NOT take every referral you get!

5. What do you DO… in detail.

6. When to ask for Introductions verses Referrals.

7. How and when to “flush” - DB Maintenance 101.

8. How to calculate the effectiveness of you Database Plan.

9. How to VALUE of your DB when you retire/move/step back 
from the lead role… and
how to PROVE that value to potential DB buyers.

#10 BONUS: 

You will have the 
chance to learn 
what it is like to 

work with a Coach. 

I will gift EVERY 
person who takes 
this course with a 

free 45 minute 
Coaching Call 

worth over $400 -
if you choose to 

accept it. 

Not all of you 
will. 

The Coaching Call 
will challenge you.  



Think again… what would it be worth 

To KNOW what to do, exactly.

To KNOW exactly how many people you need in a Database 
to create ANY income you desire. Income that would be in 
service to your Family, your Charitable Giving, and yes… to 
YOURSELF.

How to add them, what to do with them, how to engage 
them, how to manage the database (including saying No to 
some and cleaning it out) and how to SELL IT when you 
retire?

Truthfully… this class… and Coaching afterwards…could 
be worth Millions of dollars in your bank account over 
your career. 

Want to see how?



If you have at least SEVEN years left to work… 
and have the strong DESIRE to do this… Let’s do some Math

Year 1 you added 2 deals (you could do 
MUCH more, RIDICULOUSLY 

conservative example)
Year 2 you added 4  
Year 3 you added 8 

Year 4 you added 16 
Year 5 you added 32 

Year 6 you added 64 (yes, you need an 
assistant by here or SOONER)

Year 7 you added 128 
Total = 254 deals

At an average of $4K 
= $1, 016,000

At an average of 7K 
= $1,778,000

At an average of $16K 
= $4,064,000



Let’s say you took what you learned so far today and you implemented even 10% of it. You 
would make more income 

than you would have if you had not watched this webinar.      Agreed? Great…

Here’s the question?  - WILL YOU?

I know for myself I have to invest MORE than an hour in a 
webinar to implement Change. 

I need to study in-depth. I need to invest a few weeks at least 
working on it. Doing homework. Getting it in my DNA.

Are you like me? 
How much would you make... MORE… than without doing it?

What is your average commission? $4K? 7K? 16K?
Even ONE deal would pay a LOT more than the cost. 

DO this course. Do it right. Do the homework. Invest 3 weeks in YOU.

“But what if I don’t do it all… what if I just do a little…”



This 3 part course is just $525.00   

$999
For most of you $999 would be LESS than 

a referral fee on your average deal. 
But the course does not cost that… 

Even though it’s worth MUCH 
MORE in Value than that cash…

Email Questions: Donna.Stott@YourCoachingMatters.com

Go to ycmdatabasecourse.com and sign up now. 

…OR 3 payments of $185 each if you want us to finance it for you! 
Email us for that link.  If you think you can’t afford that we have ONE other option…

mailto:Donna.Stott@YourCoachingMatters.com
http://ycmdatabasecourse.com/sign-up/


PLUS… 
You have LIFETIME ACCESS to 

The YCMDatabase.com Material!

Yes, you can ALWAYS watch the LATEST recorded 
Webinar

AND get access with your account to the NEWEST 
VERSION 

of the Material as the World Changes!

Should you ever want to attend the Live Class 
Again, it will be at a HUGE discount -

THIS time, the discount for repeat-live attendees is 85% off! 
Only $78.75 to RE-ATTEND LIVE



Additional Bonus Materials include:
• Sample Intake forms
• Sample Email Newsletter
• Sample Mailed Newsletter

www.YCMDatabaseCourse.com

All this for only $525 or 3 payments of $185 

Less than ONE referral fee on ONE closing.  
Do you believe this class will get you 

ONE more closing THIS YEAR? 



YOU CAN AFFORD THIS!

Donna.Stott@YourCoachingMatters.com

What have you got to lose?       Go to ycmdatabasecourse.com

Email me and I will find you a way!

SIGN UP NOW! 

mailto:Donna.Stott@YourCoachingMatters.com
http://ycmdatabasecourse.com/sign-up/

